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ABSTRACT

In this article, a Smart Ping Pong Paddle has been introduced as an example of the use of sensor technology in sports. We have devised an accelerometer and a gyroscope sensor for the analyzing purpose and have gathered motion data of the game object to make a real-time 3D replica of the paddle to get an actual orientation of it. Technical details and principles of how to get the digital motion processing data from sensor to microcontroller and again transfer that wirelessly to a 3D modeling software are examined. Technical details are applied in practice, and the working demo of Smart Ping Pong paddle is built. Also, a couple of examples of other similar applications in the realm of object orientation sensing are overviewed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of sensors has progressively utilized in analyzing several games. [1]-[3]. A game coach needs to instruct their trainees in real-time using a 3D replica of the ping pong paddle. In this article, we have succeeded in demonstrating a real-time analysis of the ping pong paddle. There is a massive potential to use IoT technology and embedded devices in sport to gather useful information and to make the sports training more efficient or gameplay more interesting. A game of table tennis is a familiar sport, and a six-axis (Gyro + Accelerometer) MEMS motion tracking sensor is cheaply available in the market. Therefore we came up with an idea to integrate the InvenSense MPU-6050 sensor inside a table tennis racket. Gyroscope and accelerometer data can be combined to calculate an orientation of the object. Orientation (angular position) and position should not be confused since it is not possible to get a position with 6-axis gyro/accelerometer. The position specifies the location and orientation provides the direction that the object is facing around an axis.

Table tennis racket cannot be hooked into a computer with a cable, therefore, it needs a wireless solution so that it seamlessly connects to a system and gather the vital orientation information at the real-time of gaming. An ESP8266 based microcontroller is used for wireless data transfer. With that same ‘wireless and no need to be next to computer’ mentality, haptic feedback aka vibration motor is used in the handle of the Smart Ping Pong Paddle to inform the player when a connection between a wireless access point and receiver station is established.
The receiver station is connected to a computer that handles 3D object manipulation based on data received. In principle, many programs could be used to make and move the 3D model like Processing3, Matlab, Blender or you could program software from scratch that reads serial port data and draws objects based on that. For this use case, the Unity3D game engine was chosen because it is a robust platform that specializes in moving game objects with C# code.

2. RELATED WORKS

Olli Koskenranta, in his thesis entitled “Manipulating 3D objects with gaze and hand gestures,” [4] examines and creates a user interface for gesture-based 3D object handling. Gesture-based interaction is already used in playing games with Microsoft Kinect, PlayStation 3 Move and Nintendo Wii. For gaze tracking camera (Imaging Source DMK31AU03) was used. Nine-axis Accelerometer-gyroscope (ATR-Promotions WAA-010) with Bluetooth connection interpreted hand movements and sent the data to a laptop with JavaScript in the RealXten 3D platform. The user interface was expected to be able to manipulate objects in various ways, including object selection, gripping the object, releasing the purpose and rotating and moving it. Rotation and moving the camera was to be done with gaze and object manipulation with hand gestures. Regardless of inaccuracies in gaze function or limited hand gestures, the project displayed different user interaction methods and their future possibilities in a practical way. The article “Flex sensors and MPU-6050 sensors responses on a smart glove for sign language translation.” written by A. Yudhana et al. [5] from Ahmad Dahlan University, Indonesia, goes over a design of a Smart Glove that translates hand sign language to a corresponding alphabet letter to a computer. Each finger has a flex sensor to detect a flex of the thumb, and on the top of the glove, there is a gyroscope-accelerometer sensor (MPU6050) to observe the tilt of the hand. Sensors are connected to Arduino microcontroller for processing and a Personal computer to monitor the value of sensor output value. Each gesture data (A-Z) is formed from seven different sensor values and each gesture data is taken 100 times to get a good sample size so that algorithms can predict the right sign by comparing samples.

3. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE SYSTEM

Figure 1. Block Diagram of the System
Components were chosen to be small so that they could be embedded inside a table tennis paddle and not affect the gameplay notably. MPU-6050 sensor was mounted under the rubber part of the paddle and handle was hollowed out to fit a small ‘Wemos D1 mini’ microcontroller to process sensor data via I2C bus, send haptic feedback to a small coin vibration motor (Parallax 28821) on the handle and use its built-in ESP8266 WiFi-module to transfer data wirelessly using TCP (Transmission Control Protocol). Components in the paddle get their power from 3xAA (4,5V) battery holder with an on/off switch. A battery holder is mounted on a player’s wrist. Data receiving end of the system consist of another ESP8266 based microcontroller that collects data and sends it to the computer via USB, then serial monitoring is used to get the data in Unity3D, where a 3D model is ready to move based on the calculated orientation values. Receiving microcontroller does not need to be that small so NodeMCU is used instead of Wemos D1 mini to get more processing power and therefore smoother movement. The block diagram of the system and the embedded circuits within the paddle are shown respectively in Figures 1 and 2. Microcontroller D1 mini input voltage is 4.5 Volts trough a 5V pin. It has built-in 3.3 V voltage regulator so all of its digital pins output 3.3 Volts. The vibration coin motor has an operating voltage of 3.3 V and it is regulated through the D5 pin. Pins D1 and D2 act as SCL and SDA lines and connect to corresponding pins on the MPU-6050 sensor and it is powered through 3,3 V pin from D1 mini. The wiring diagram is shown in Figure 3.
4. ACCELEROMETER AND GYROSCOPE

The InvenSense MPU-6050 sensor contains a MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) accelerometer and a MEMS gyro in a single chip. It is the IMU (inertial measurement unit) sensor that is used to get the orientation of the object attached to it in three-dimensional space. MPU-6050 is a six-axis IMU sensor meaning that it gives out three gyro values and three accelerometer values as output. Each output has a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter to digitalize the output. There are many applications for orientation sensing like smartphone screen rotation, self-balancing robots, and quadcopters.

An accelerometer measures the direction of inclination and its magnitude. Gyroscopes output the rate of rotation. Both accelerometer and gyro use MEMS technology meaning that they are microscopic devices, particularly with moving parts. They can convert mechanical movement to electrical current that derives to orientation values.

By themselves, accelerometer nor gyroscope data is not accurate enough for smooth digital motion processing because accelerometer data is too noisy and gyroscope data starts to drift with time, but by combining those data sets, it is possible to get a precise angular position of the object. For the data merger, an algorithm called ‘complementary filter’ is used. Formula of the filter is: “\[ \text{angle} = 0.98 \times (\text{angle} + \text{gyroData} \times dt) + 0.02 \times (\text{accelData}) \]”, where “\( dt \)” is sample rate in seconds and other values are constants or sensor data. That angle defines the rotation around the axis. With MPU-6050, we can calculate rotation around X-axis (pitch) and Y-axis (roll) since gravity measured by accelerometer defines down for them. Z-axis rotation (yaw) cannot be calculated without a reference point for down, for example, a magnetometer to determine north.
4.1. I2C Protocol

The MPU-6050 communicates to a system processor using the I2C serial interface that consists of a serial data line (SDA) and Serial clock line (CKL). The MPU-6050 always acts as a slave when communicating with the system processor. Microcontroller (Master) will send a 7-bit device address plus one bit of reading data frame to a sensor with a specified address. If the address matches, the microcontroller reads sensor data. Because of specified addresses microcontroller can read both accelerometer data and gyro data using only two wires. At InvenSense’s webpage [6], there is a Register map for MPU-6050, where registers for each accelerometer/gyro axis are mentioned. Each axis has two registers for LSB and MSB. In that register document, there are also lots of other useful information that is used in Arduino IDE code for microcontroller, like full-scale range and instrument sensitivity.

4.2. TCP Protocol

ESP (NodeMCU) acts as an Access Point (Server) and another ESP (D1 mini) as a Station (Client). Then they’ll establish wireless communication and the client sends a message to the server. The server is continuously listening for a connection when it successfully establishes a connection and receives a message it prints that string on the serial monitor. The relationship between ESPs means that the Local Area Network (LAN) has been generated with its own Service Set Identifier (SSID) and password. Every device on the network has a personal Internet Protocol (IP) address but alone, it can’t guarantee that communication is received in the same order it was sent. That is where Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) comes in. TCP makes data transmission reliable by ordering and re-sending corrupted packages. ESP8266 boards have a TCP library for Arduino IDE.

4.3. Arduino IDE

Both server and client microcontrollers are programmed using Arduino IDE with ESP8266 add-on. The client microcontroller utilizes the ‘Wire’ library to enable I2C communication between sensors and microcontrollers. ‘ESP8266WiFi’ and ‘ESP8266WebServer’ libraries come with ESP8266 add-on and they enable TCP communication. The final library needed is ‘ArduinoJson’ library for message decoding. All the tasks from reading sensor data, sending haptic feedback when TCP connection is created, and sending and receiving data is done in Arduino IDE and uploaded to microcontrollers. Unity’s code is only left to handle data merging and object movement. Figures 4 and Figure 5 display flowcharts of Arduino IDE code for client and server, respectively.
4.4. The Unity 3D

Unity is a cross-platform game engine. A paddle object is imported to Unity and the script component is attached to it. Unity uses the C# programming language. In the code script, the unity listens to the serial port where the microcontroller is sending raw sensor values. The complementary filter is applied to those and pitch and roll values are calculated and the object is rotated based on those. [7]

![Figure 6. Paddle object in Unity 3D](image)

5. RESULTS ANALYSIS

We have carefully discussed all the embedded components that have been utilized for the analysis
of the inertial measurement of the ping-pong paddle. The working prototype is shown in Figure 7 and the current orientation movement is only based on gyroscope values and it drifts over time. We were able to transmit the data seamlessly from the gyroscopes to the server for further analysis. Sensor values were transferred smoothly only after the server microcontroller was changed from D1 mini to Node MCU. It has been noticed that with the MPU-9250 nine-axis (Gyro + Accelerometer + Compass) sensor, yaw-value could be calculated with the digital compass in it and the object would rotate around all three axes.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

This work acts as proof of concept for wireless orientation transformation with MPU-6050. The earlier idea was to develop the Smart Ping-Pong Paddle for the use of table tennis players to track game performance. The orientation and movement of the paddle are successfully transmitted wirelessly on the 3D modeling Unity platform. However, we are still improving our work. In the current situation, the yaw (z-axis rotation) has not been working fine due to the complementary filter. There are significant potential and possibilities to add to the Smart Ping Pong Paddle simulation as with Unity, a whole game could be built around the wireless controller to combine sports and gaming.
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